
Should we jump into the 

metaverse?
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6 questions to ask ourselves before FOMO-ing in.



What is our goal?1
Why do we need to be part of this?

Is it just for brand awareness?

Is it right for our brand or product? 

Are we trying to create loyalty?

Are we simply showing that we are innovative or willing to experiment?

Is it for utility or to drive sales?
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Should we partner with a platform?2
Who is our target audience?

Where does our brand fit in best?

Should we build our own presence or join an existing platform? (the open / owned choice)

Can we be in many places consistently?
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How can we appeal to our audience?3
Should we simply advertise or promote our products at the right place and time?

Should we create immersive experiences?

Can we create real-world activations to align with our virtual presence?

How can we reward our audience for their loyalty?
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Should we consider this a source of revenue?4
Are our products or services a natural fit for the virtual world? 

Should we experiment with new virtual product or services?

How can we connect from metaverse to offline?

Can we offer more utility or functional benefits? (real estate)
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What about partners and skillsets?5
What will we need to achieve our goal?

Do we need to hire new roles and forge new partnerships?

Can we learn from others?

Should we partner with developer communities or tech communities?

Can our agency help?

What about KOL’s and influencers?
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Risks / Success?6
Do we need some rules of engagement?

Do we need policies around data, safety, misinformation etc…

What about responsibilities around social issues?

How do we secure our digital assets?

Can our content evolve?

What does success look like?



Thanks, and start 

experimenting.


